Occupational Safety and Health Committee Meeting October

Student union
- looking to drive-through flu clinic at legends Oct 15th
- Need lighting for this event
- Walk up event for flu shots as well the same evening
- Face coverings are still mandated
- having a few issues with vendors not wearing a mask but this has been addressed
- How do we enforce facemask if required for voting?
- Pumps must be wiped where the sanitizer comes out to keep them from getting clogged up and gross

Physical Plant
- We are doing well with supplies
- Finally getting Purell dispenser available along with the refills but still need the refill stock higher before we can put them out
- buckets with mold have been taken care of with adding additional vindicator
- Alcohol wipes have been secured for computer labs
- New hand sanitizer with App A logo on them has arrived
- Housekeeping has been doing a great job cleaning and sanitizing each day
- Will continue to keep track of supplies so we do not run to low
- keeping a close eye on mental health with staff including the 100 housekeepers doing the cleaning

Police
- enforcement of mask is still happening
- receiving a few calls over the preachers on campus
- Entered agreement with Boone police where we send officers to any party that is called on with Boone PD
- Taken over-policing at university highlands
- The entire police department has taken emplacement bias training

Urec
- Things are going well
- The equipment has been spaced for socially distance
- The pool is spaced to one person per lane
- All use must be made by appointment and one has to be registered
- dealing with students and staff who are in isolation and quarantine
- Close every hr for 30min cleaning
- looking at expanding hours in October
- Mt. Mitchell closed until spring
- outdoor spin class on student union patio

HR
- Appointment Only
- employees need to know FastMed is the first point of contact for issues
- Still having a lot of applications for emergency health/sick leave
- HR is holding a town hall once a month to keep everyone up to date with what is going on and any change made

Parking
• with still fewer people on campus lots and issues have been minor
• Small footprint for parking needed for a football game with a change in the number of fans
• Testing events in parking decks have been going well
• Meal delivery has been going up and taking more effort
• Appalcart is going well little to no issues with face-covering or overcrowding

Library
• an uptick in building occupancy but still not coming close to max occupancy
• security constantly making rounds
• first positive test with staffing

Holmes Center
• 25 max occupancy for attendance for volleyball and basketball

Safety
• Safety report will come out today
• 10 incidents
• Fit testing was finished up last week
• Shoemobile no shoemobile this year but will create a plan to do virtually

Dinning
• Things are still going well
• isolation and quarantine meals are going well
• On-campus dining still going smoothly with the small number of students eating on campus
• focus on employee mental health and wellbeing